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We introduce a quasidilaton scalar field to the minimal theory of massive gravity with the
Minkowski fiducial metric, in such a way that the quasidilaton global symmetry is maintained and
that the theory admits a stable self-accelerating de Sitter solution. We start with a precursor theory
that contains three propagating gravitational degrees of freedom without a quasidilaton scalar and
introduce Stu¨ckelberg fields to covariantize its action. This makes it possible for us to formulate the
quasidilaton global symmetry that mixes the Stu¨ckelberg fields and the quasidilaton scalar field. By
the Hamiltonian analysis we confirm that the precursor theory with the quasidilaton scalar contains
4 degrees of freedom, three from the precursor massive gravity and one from the quasidilaton scalar.
We further remove one propagating degree of freedom to construct the minimal quasidilaton theory
with three propagating degrees of freedom, corresponding to two polarizations of gravitational waves
from the minimal theory of massive gravity and one scalar from the quasidilaton field, by carefully
introducing two additional constraints to the system in the Hamiltonian language. Switching to
the Lagrangian language, we find self-accelerating de Sitter solutions in the minimal quasidilaton
theory and analyze their stability. It is found that the self-accelerating de Sitter solution is stable
in a wide range of parameters.
I. INTRODUCTION
General relativity has been lately more successful than ever, see for instance the recent direct observation of
gravitational waves [1] by the LIGO Collaboration. However, we still cryingly lack a satisfactory explanation for
numerous holes in our understanding of the Universe. One of these holes is the accelerated expansion of the Universe
which, in the standard lore, can be accounted by a bare cosmological constant. This current view is probably just a
temporary placeholder for a more fundamental explanation; it is for instance still unclear how and whether vacuum
energy is to be taken into account, considering the relatively small value of the acceleration or cosmological constant
[2].
The accelerated expansion is a large distance phenomenon. A direct way to tackle the problem is thus to depart
from general relativity in the IR, for instance, by adding a small mass to the graviton. Were the resulting models
to conclude in favor of an expendable bare cosmological constant, or a screening of a large —natural —cosmological
constant, we would indeed have found an appreciable solution to the puzzle [3]. More generally, the possibility of the
graviton having a mass, or any other modification in the IR, changes the rules of late-time cosmology, thus potentially
offering new paths to a better understanding of late-time accelerated expansion.
In addition to the phenomenological applications of considering alternatives to general relativity, the quest for a
viable theory of massive gravity is also of theoretical interest, as it has proved since its early years to be a challenging
task. Fierz and Pauli were the first, in 1939, to propose a theory for a massive spin-2 field on a Minkowski background
[4]. Many decades later, theories of massive gravity were shown however not to coincide with general relativity in their
massless limit [5], an issue known as the vDVZ discontinuity, and to be accompanied by a ghost [6], the Boulware-
Deser ghost. Although the first problem was quickly recognized by Vainshtein to be an artifact of the linearity of the
theory [7], the second had to wait until the ghost-free massive gravity model [8] by de Rham, Gabadadze, and Tolley
(dRGT), in 2010, to be cured. It was then quickly shown that viable cosmology remained difficult —even in the at
the time newly found dRGT model [9]. Several routes have been since explored such as breaking either homogeneity
or isotropy of the solution at the background level [10, 11] or further modifying the original theory [12–16].
In this paper we combine two ideas of modification of the original dRGT model. The first of these two ideas
was introduced in an intent to add a scalar field to the dRGT theory [12]. The form of the action is restricted by
a scaling-type global symmetry and the additional scalar field resembles a dilaton scalar field to some extent. For
this reason the added scalar field is often called the quasidilaton. Although it was eventually recognized that the
self-accelerating cosmological solutions were in general unstable in the original quasidilaton theory [17, 18], further
extensions have been developed [14, 19–27]. (See also [28] for a possible new type of solutions in the decoupling
limit.) In particular it was recently shown that there exists a ghost-free quasidilaton massive gravity allowing for a
stable self-accelerating cosmological solution [27]. The second of the two ideas is to remove the problematic degrees of
freedom by imposing adequate constraints and to obtain a theory of massive gravity with, as in general relativity, two
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2tensor modes only [29–31]. The theory constructed in this way is thus called the minimal theory of massive gravity
(MTMG) and provides a nonlinear completion of the self-accelerating solution [32, 33] found in the original dRGT
theory.
By combining the aforementioned two approaches we obtain a theory with three degrees of freedom, one scalar
due to the quasidilaton extension, supplemented by the remaining two tensor modes of the MTMG. We thus call
this theory the minimal quasidilaton. The theory of minimal quasidilaton that we shall develop in the present paper
allows for a self-accelerating de Sitter solution with stable dynamics of perturbations, in a wide region of the parameter
space. We illustrate this by presenting in detail the allowed parameter space in some chosen cases.
As a feature, our theory inherits the Lorentz violation of the MTMG. This is a necessary requirement for reducing
the number of degrees of freedom with respect to a Lorentz invariant theory of a massive spin-2 field and thus
eliminating unwanted helicity-0 and helicity-1 degrees. From a phenomenological point of view, this is acceptable as
long as the violation is small enough to satisfy various constraints [34]. Our model indeed satisfies this requirement,
as the violation appears only in the gravity sector at the scale 1/m or longer, where m is the graviton mass and is
set to be of order the present Hubble expansion rate. From this viewpoint, the model belongs to Lorentz-violating
massive gravity theories. However, as in the MTMG, and contrary to the theories studied previously in [35–42], not
only the potential structure but also the kinetic part of the Lagrangian is changed and breaks Lorentz invariance
at the cosmological scale. In the case of the MTMG, this is the reason why the theory provides a stable nonlinear
completion of the self-accelerating cosmological solution that was originally found in the dRGT theory. For the same
reason, our theory studied in the present paper can accommodate a stable scaling-type cosmological solution that
also self-accelerates the expansion of the Universe. Finally from the point of view of a possible UV completion of the
theory, it has been known that Lorentz invariance can be broken either spontaneously or explicitly in quantum gravity
candidates such as superstring theory [43, 44], loop quantum gravity [45, 46] and Horˇava-Lifshitz gravity [47, 48] (see
also [49]). Lorentz violation can also appear as a low energy effective feature of Lorentz invariant theories by a
spontaneous symmetry breaking.
While the MTMG [29], the extended quasidilaton [19] and the new quasidilaton [21] themselves provide stable
cosmological solutions with self-acceleration, the minimal quasidilaton theory possesses its own advantages. From the
viewpoint of extending the quasidilaton theory, the minimal quasidilaton theory has a smaller number of propagating
degrees of freedom and thus the stability is easier to establish compared to other extensions. From the viewpoint of
extending the MTMG, the choice of the fiducial metric/vielbein in the minimal quasidilaton theory is simpler than
the original theory. Extending on this argument, the minimal quasidilaton theory can be seen as a first step towards
a theory of minimal bigravity theory, where the fiducial metric is not anymore chosen as a definition of the theory but
is a full-fledged dynamical entity. Indeed, in the minimal quasidilaton model, the fiducial metric can be considered as
partially dynamical via the quasidilaton scalar field. These advantages make it worthwhile investigating the theory
of minimal quasidilaton in detail.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we start by presenting a short review of the original
precursor theory that was introduced in [29] to construct the MTMG, in its unitary-gauge formulation. We then
proceed to establish its covariant formulation via the introduction of Stu¨ckelberg fields. The extension with the
quasidilaton scalar field and the associated global symmetry is presented in Sec. III. We next recover the unitary-
gauge formulation of the new precursor theory with a quasidilaton field, by fixing the Stu¨ckelberg fields. A Hamiltonian
analysis is then performed, which allows us, in Sec. IV, to promote the precursor theory to the minimal theory by
adding two constraints to the precursor Hamiltonian. In Sec. V, we return to the the Lagrangian picture via a
Legendre transformation, and write down the action for the minimal quasidilaton theory both in the vielbein and in
the metric formalisms. We then finally explore the behavior of the theory in de Sitter backgrounds (Sec. VI) and their
Minkowski limit (Sec. VII). The action for the minimal quasidilaton theory, as well as the analysis of background and
linear perturbations in the self-accelerating de Sitter solution and its Minkowski limit, are the principal results of the
paper.
II. PRECURSOR THEORY
A. Action in unitary gauge
We review here the construction of the precursor theory for the MTMG in the unitary gauge, presented in [30]. We
refer the reader to this reference for more details.
The theory uses as basic ingredients the lapse function N , the shift vector N i, the spatial vielbein eI j , and the
corresponding fiducial quantities M , M i, and EI j (i, j, · · · = 1, 2, 3 and I, · · · = 1, 2, 3). One also defines the dual
3basis eI
j and EI
i, respectively, of both sets of vielbeins so that
eI
keJk = δ
J
I , eI
ieI j = δ
i
j , EI
kEJk = δ
J
I , EI
iEI j = δ
i
j . (1)
In addition to these quantities, it is useful to introduce the two spatial metrics – physical and fiducial – and the
combinations γij , γ˜ij , XI
J and YI
J , defined by
γij = δIJe
I
ie
J
j , γ˜ij = δIJE
I
iE
J
j , (2)
and
XI
J ≡ eI iEJ i , YIJ ≡ EI ieJ i . (3)
We denote the inverses of γij and γ˜ij as γ
ij and γ˜ij , respectively. Note that XI
J and YI
J are constructed to be the
inverse of each other, i.e.
XI
JYJ
L = δLI , YI
JXJ
L = δLI . (4)
With these elements the precursor action is written as
Spre =
M2P
2
∫
d4x
{
N
√
γ
(
R[γij ] +KijK
ij −K2)
−c0m2
√
γ˜M − c1m2
√
γ˜(N +MYI
I)
−c2m2
√
γ˜
[
NYI
I +
M
2
(YI
IYJ
J − YIJYJI)
]
−c3m2√γ(NXII +M)− c4m2N√γ
}
, (5)
where
√
γ =
√
det γij ,
√
γ˜ =
√
det γ˜ij , Kij denotes the extrinsic curvature and K = γ
ijKij is its trace, as common
in the Arnowitt Deser Misner (ADM) formalism.
B. Covariant precursor Lagrangian
The basic variables of the precursor theory in its covariant formulation are the 4-dimensional physical metric gµν
and the four scalars (φ0, φ1, φ2, φ3). Out of these, we construct spacetime scalars N , Np and γpq (p, q, · · · = 1, 2, 3)
as
N =
1√−gµν∂µφ0∂νφ0 , Np = N2gµν∂µφ0∂νφp , γpq = gµν∂µφp∂νφq + N
pN q
N2
, (6)
so that
gµν∂µφ
0∂νφ
0 = − 1
N2
, gµν∂µφ
0∂νφ
p =
Np
N2
, gµν∂µφ
p∂νφ
q = γpq − N
pN q
N2
. (7)
We also define a set of spacetime scalars eI
p (I, · · · = 1, 2, 3) satisfying
γpq = δIJeI
peJ
q . (8)
This uniquely defines eI
p up to an arbitrary orthogonal transformation
eI
p → OIJeJp , δIJOIKOJL = δKL . (9)
We then construct γpq and e
I
p as sets of spacetime scalars that form the inverse matrices of γ
pq and eI
p, respectively,
as
γprγrq = δ
p
q , γpq = γqp , (10)
and
eI
peJp = δ
J
I , eI
peIq = δ
p
q . (11)
4The theory also contains a fixed φ0-dependent function M(φ0, φr) and a fixed φ0-dependent vielbein EIp(φ
0, φr)
(I, · · · = 1, 2, 3) in the 3-dimensional field space spanned by {φ1, φ2, φ3}. Out of them, we can construct a fixed
φ0-dependent metric γ˜pq(φ
0, φr) in the 3-dimensional field space as
γ˜pq ≡ δIJEIpEJq . (12)
It is convenient to introduce the inverse metric γ˜pq and the dual basis EI
p so that
γ˜prγ˜rq = δ
p
q , EI
qEJq = δ
J
I , EI
pEIq = δ
p
q , γ˜
pq = δIJEI
pEJ
q . (13)
The quantities M , EIp, EI
p, γ˜pq and γ˜
pq are spacetime scalars but they do not depend explicitly on the spacetime
coordinates xµ. Instead, they depend on the spacetime coordinates xµ implicitly only through (φ0, φr).
In order to construct the covariant action of the precursor theory, we define matrix-valued spacetime scalars XI
J
and Y I
J as
XI
J ≡ eIpEJp , Y IJ ≡ EIpeJp . (14)
As matrices, they are the inverse of each other, since
XI
KY K
J = δJI , Y I
KXK
J = δJI . (15)
The action of the precursor theory is then written covariantly as
Spre = SGR +
M2Pm
2
2
4∑
n=0
∫
d4x
√−g cnLn , (16)
SGR =
M2P
2
∫
d4x
√−gR[gµν ] , (17)
L0 = −|detX|M
N
, (18)
L1 = −|detX|
(
1 +
M
N
Y I
I
)
, (19)
L2 = −|detX|
[
Y I
I +
1
2
M
N
(
Y I
IY JJ − Y IJY JI
)]
, (20)
L3 = −
(
XI
I +
M
N
)
, (21)
L4 = −1 . (22)
III. QUASIDILATON EXTENSION OF PRECURSOR THEORY
A. Covariant action
Let us introduce a scalar field σ and impose the global symmetry,
σ → σ + σ0 , φ0 → e−(1+α)σ0/MPφ0 , φp → e−σ0/MPφp , (23)
where σ0 is an arbitrary constant, and α is a constant defining the quasidilaton extension of the minimal theory.
We further impose the symmetry under arbitrary constant shifts of φ0, arbitrary constant SO(3) rotations in the
3-dimensional field space spanned by {φ1, φ2, φ3} and arbitrary constant translations in the 3-dimensional field space.
Given the assumed symmetry, without further loss of generality, we can then choose
M = 1 , EIp = δ
I
p . (24)
so that
EpI = δ
p
I , γ˜pq = δpq , γ˜
pq = δpq , XI
J = eI
rδJr , Y I
J = δrIe
J
r . (25)
5On adding the scalar σ to the MTMG precursor action, the global symmetry (23) is ensured if we replace
N , XI
J , Y I
J , (26)
with
e−(1+α)σ/MPN , eσ/MPXIJ , e−σ/MPY IJ , (27)
and if we keep
gµν , M = 1 , (28)
unchanged. Any terms that are invariant under arbitrary constant shifts of σ and that are independent of (φ0, φp)
can also be added to the action. Therefore, the covariant action of the quasidilaton extension of the precursor theory
is
SQDpre = SGR − ω
2
∫
dx4
√−ggµν∂µσ∂νσ + M
2
Pm
2
2
4∑
n=0
∫
d4x
√−g cnLQDn , (29)
where
LQD0 = −e(4+α)σ/MP |detX|
M
N
, (30)
LQD1 = −e3σ/MP |detX|
(
1 +
M
N
eασ/MPY I
I
)
, (31)
LQD2 = −e2σ/MP |detX|
[
Y I
I +
1
2
M
N
eασ/MP
(
Y I
IY J
J − Y IJY JI
)]
, (32)
LQD3 = −eσ/MP
(
XI
I +
M
N
eασ/MP
)
, (33)
LQD4 = −1 . (34)
Here, for simplicity we have added only the canonical kinetic term for σ (with the dimensionless normalization factor
ω) although one could in principle add shift-symmetric Horndeski terms for σ to the action without introducing extra
propagating degrees of freedom. It is understood that M and EIp have been fixed as (24), in particular M = 1.
B. Unitary gauge
On choosing the unitary gauge
φµ = xµ , (35)
the functions N , Np, γpq (p, q, · · · = 1, 2, 3) defined in (6) and (10) are reduced to the lapse N , the shift N i and the
3-dimensional spatial metric γij (i, j, · · · = 1, 2, 3), which satisfy
gµνdx
µdxν = −N2dt2 + γij(dxi +N idt)(dxj +N jdt) , (36)
and the set of scalars eIp (I, · · · = 1, 2, 3) defined by (8) and (11) are reduced to the components of spatial vielbein
eI i so that
γij = δIJe
I
ie
J
j . (37)
The action of the precursor theory with the quasidilaton then becomes
SQDpre =
∫
d4x
{M2P
2
N
√
γ (R[γij ] +KijK
ij −K2)+ ω
2
√
γ
[
1
N
(σ˙ −N i∂iσ)2 −Nγij∂iσ∂jσ
]
−c0M
2
P
2
m2
√
γ˜Me(4+α)σ/MP − c1M
2
P
2
m2
√
γ˜e3σ/MP(N +Meασ/MPY I
I)
−c2M
2
P
2
m2
√
γ˜e2σ/MP
[
NYI
I +
M
2
eασ/MP (Y I
IY J
J − Y IJY JI)
]
−c3M
2
P
2
m2
√
γeσ/MP(NXI
I +Meασ/MP)− c4M
2
P
2
m2N
√
γ
}
. (38)
Here, we kept again
√
γ˜ and M , both of which are actually 1, just to make sure that each term has the right density
weight.
6C. Hamiltonian analysis of precursor quasidilaton
1. Primary constraints
Since the graviton mass term is manifestly linear in the lapse and the shift, we consider N and N i as Lagrange
multipliers. We then have 9 components of eI j and the quasidilaton scalar σ as basic variables. The total number of
basic variables is thus 10. We define canonical momenta conjugate to them in the standard way as
ΠI
j ≡ δSQDpre
δe˙I j
= 2pijkδIJe
J
k , (39)
where
piij ≡ M
2
P
2
√
γ(Kij −Kγij) , Kij = 1
2N
(γ˙ij −DiNj −DjNi) , (40)
and
piσ ≡ δSQDpre
δσ˙
=
ω
√
γ
N
(σ˙ −N i∂iσ) . (41)
The fact that Kij is symmetric leads to the following 3 primary constraints
P[IJ] ≈ 0 , (42)
where
P[IJ] ≡ Π[IkδJ]KeKk , (43)
and indices between the square brackets are antisymmetrized as A[ab] = Aab−Aba. The remaining 10−3 = 7 relations
between the canonical momenta and the time derivative of the basic variables can be inverted as
δIJ e˙
I
(ie
J
j) = NKij +
1
2
(DiNj +DjNi) , Kij = 1
M2P
√
γ
[
γk(iγj)lΠ
k
I δ
IJe lJ −
1
2
γklΠK
kδKLeL
lγij
]
, (44)
and
σ˙ =
N
ω
√
γ
piσ +N
i∂iσ . (45)
Thus there are no more primary constraints associated with (39) and (41).
The Hamiltonian of the quasidilaton precursor theory, together with the primary constraints, is
H¯
(1)
QDpre =
∫
d3x [−NR0 −N iRi + M
2
P
2
m2MH1 + αMNP [MN ]] , (46)
where
R0 = RGR0 −
M2P
2
m2H0 ,
RGR0 =
M2P
2
√
γ R[γ]− 2
M2P
1√
γ
(
γilγjk − 1
2
γijγkl
)
piijpikl −Hσ ,
Hσ = 1
2ω
1√
γ
pi2σ +
ω
2
√
γγij∂iσ∂jσ ,
Ri = RGRi = 2
√
γγikDj
(
pikj√
γ
)
− piσ∂iσ ,
H0 =
[√
γ˜
(
c1e
3σ/MP + c2e
2σ/MP Y I
I
)
+
√
γ(c3e
σ/MP XI
I + c4)
]
,
H1 = eασ/MP
{√
γ˜
[
c0e
4σ/MP + c1e
3σ/MPY I
I +
c2
2
e2σ/MP (Y I
IY J
J − Y IJY JI)
]
+ c3
√
γeσ/MP
}
,
P [MN ] = eMj ΠjIδIN − eNj ΠjI δIM ,
7Dj is the spatial covariant derivative compatible with γij , √γ =
√
det γij ,
√
γ˜ =
√
det γ˜ij = 1, M = 1 and αMN
(antisymmetric) are 3 Lagrange multipliers.
The Hamiltonian is manifestly linear in the lapse N and the shift N i and does not contain their time derivatives.
Thus, as already stated, we consider N and N i as Lagrange multipliers. Correspondingly, we have the following
primary constraints in addition to (42):
R0 ≈ 0 , Ri ≈ 0 . (47)
2. Secondary constraints and total Hamiltonian
In order to implement the conservation in time of the primary constraints, we need the following Poisson brackets
to vanish
P˙ [MN ] = {P [MN ], H¯(1)QDpre} ≈ 0 , (48)
R˙0 = {R0, H¯(1)QDpre} ≈ 0 , (49)
R˙i = {Ri, H¯(1)QDpre} ≈ 0 . (50)
Even though we have chosen the unitary gauge, we have omitted the partial time derivative of R0 in Eq. (49) because,
for our choice of the fiducial vielbein/metric (24), we have ∂R0/∂t = 0. Then Eq. (48) leads to three new secondary
constraints, namely
Y [MN ] ≈ 0 , (51)
where we have defined
YMN = δMLYL
N . (52)
This set of secondary constraints fixes YMN to be symmetric.
Since
{R0(x),R0(y)} ≈ 0 , (53)
{Ri(x),Rj(y)} ≈ 0 , (54)
{R0(x),Ri(y)} 6≈ 0 , (55)
we can use Eq. (49) to find the expression of one of the components of N i (say N i=3) in terms of the other variables.
For the same reason we can solve one of the three equations (50) (say for i = 3) for the lapse variable N . Therefore
the remaining two equations (50) give rise to two secondary constraints, (say R˙1 ≈ 0 and R˙2 ≈ 0 after solving R˙3 ≈ 0
with respect to one of Lagrange multipliers). On naming these two constraints as C˜τ (τ = 1, 2), then we have the
total Hamiltonian
H¯
(2)
QDpre =
∫
d3x
[
−NR0 −N iRi + M
2
P
2
m2MH1 + αMNP [MN ] + βMNY [MN ] + λ˜τ C˜τ
]
. (56)
Any further time derivatives of the constraints do not lead to any new (tertiary) constraints, therefore Eq. (56)
represents the total Hamiltonian.
3. Number of physical degrees of freedom in precursor theory
It is straightforward to show that the determinant of the 12 × 12 matrix made of the Poisson brackets among 12
constraints is nonvanishing. This implies that the 12 constraints are independent second-class constraints and that
the consistency of them with the time evolution uniquely determines all Lagrange multipliers without generating
additional constraints. Since each of these 12 second-class constraints removes one single degree of freedom in the
phase space, we finally have 12 (10 × 2 − 12) = 4 physical degrees of freedom on a generic background at nonlinear
level.
8IV. HAMILTONIAN OF MINIMAL QUASIDILATON THEORY
We have seen that, besides Y [MN ] ≈ 0, the precursor quasidilaton theory possesses the two secondary constraints
C˜τ (τ = 1, 2), which are two linear combinations of the three quantities Ci (i = 1, 2, 3) defined as follows
{RGRi , H1} ≈
M2P
2
Ci ,
where
H1 =
M2P
2
m2
∫
d3xMH1 . (57)
The minimal quasidilaton theory is defined by imposing the four constraints
C0 ≈ 0, Ci ≈ 0 , (58)
where
{RGR0 , H1} ≈
M2P
2
C0 .
Since C˜τ (τ = 1, 2) are linear combinations of Ci, only two constraints among the four in (58) are independent new
constraints. Therefore, the minimal quasidilaton theory is defined by the Hamiltonian
H =
∫
d3x
[
−NRGR0 −N iRGRi +
M2P
2
m2(NH0 +MH1) + M
2
P
2
(λC0 + λiCi) + αMNPMN + βMNY [MN ]
]
, (59)
where
RGR0 =
M2P
2
√
γ R[γ]− 2
M2P
1√
γ
(
γnlγmk − 1
2
γnmγkl
)
pinmpikl −Hσ ,
Hσ = 1
2ω
1√
γ
pi2σ +
ω
2
√
γγij∂iσ∂jσ ,
RGRi = 2
√
γγikDj
(
pikj√
γ
)
− piσ∂iσ ,
H0 =
[√
γ˜
(
c1e
3σ/MP + c2e
2σ/MP Y I
I
)
+
√
γ(c3e
σ/MP XI
I + c4)
]
,
H1 = eασ/MP
{√
γ˜
[
c0e
4σ/MP + c1e
3σ/MPY I
I +
c2
2
e2σ/MP (Y I
IY J
J − Y IJY JI)
]
+ c3
√
γeσ/MP
}
,
P [MN ] = eMj ΠjIδIN − eNj ΠjI δIM ,
Y [MN ] = δMIYI
N − δNIYIM ,
and
C0 = m2M
[
1
2
WI
J(γikEJ
keI j + γjkEJ
keI i − γijYJI)2pi
ij
M2P
+
1
ω
1√
γ
∂H1
∂σ
piσ
]
,
Ci = m2
[
−√γDj(MWIJYJKδKLeI ieLj)+M ∂H1
∂σ
∂iσ
]
. (60)
Here we have defined
WI
J = eασ/MP
{√
γ˜√
γ
[
c1e
3σ/MPδJI + c2e
2σ/MP(YK
KδJI − YIJ)
]
+ c3e
σ/MPXI
J
}
,
∂H1
∂σ
=
eασ/MP
MP
{√
γ˜
[
(4 + α)c0e
4σ/MP + (3 + α)c1e
3σ/MPY I
I
+
2 + α
2
c2e
2σ/MP (Y I
IY J
J − Y IJY JI)
]
+ (1 + α)c3
√
γeσ/MP
}
. (61)
Again, in the above expression we kept
√
γ˜ and M , both of which are actually 1 (see (24)), just to make sure that
each term has the right density weight. The fact that M (= 1) is constant implies that Ci is independent of c3.
The main difference between the two Hamiltonians in equations (59) and (56) consists in the presence of the four
constraints (C0, Ci) rather than the two constraints C˜τ . Furthermore the constraints (C0, Ci) are the time derivative
of the primary constraints with respect to H1 (and not H, although H ≈ H1).
9A. Number of physical degrees of freedom in minimal quasidilaton theory
Having added the extra two constraints, we now have 14 constraints in the 10×2 = 20 dimensional phase space. Thus
the number of dimensions of the physical phase space is less than or equal to 20− 14 = 6, where the equality holds if
all 14 constraints are second-class and if there is no more constraint. Therefore, we conclude that (number of d.o.f.) ≤
1
2 · 6 = 3 at the fully nonlinear level. On the other hand, in Sec. VI C we shall explicitly show that cosmological
perturbations around de Sitter backgrounds contain two tensor modes (gravitational waves) and one scalar mode
(quasidilaton perturbation) at the linear level, meaning that (number of d.o.f.) ≥ 3 at the nonlinear level. Combining
the two inequalities we conclude that (number of d.o.f.) = 3.
One can reach the same conclusion also in a more formal way. Since the actual calculation is somehow cumbersome,
we shall simply give a brief outline. What we need to show is that the consistency of the 14 constraints with the time
evolution does not lead to additional constraints but simply determines all Lagrange multipliers. For this purpose
it is necessary and sufficient to show that the determinant of the matrix {Zσ1(x),Zσ2(y)} is non-vanishing, where
Zσ(x) (σ = 1, · · · , 14) represents the 14 constraints. In other words, we need to show that, for a vector field vσ, the
set of 14 equations ∫
dy{Zσ1(x),Zσ2(y)}vσ2(y) ≈ 0 , (62)
has the unique solution vσ = 0. Once this proposition is proved, we can conclude that all the 14 constraints are
independent second-class constraints and that the consistency of them with the time evolution does not lead to
additional constraints. Since we have 14 second-class constraints in the 10 × 2 = 20 dimensional phase space, the
number of physical degrees of freedom in this theory is 12 · (10× 2− 14) = 3 at fully nonlinear level.
V. LAGRANGIAN OF MINIMAL QUASIDILATON THEORY
A. Vielbein formulation of minimal quasidilaton theory
The Hamiltonian equation of motion for eI j can be inverted to express pi
ij and ΠI
j in terms of the extrinsic
curvature as
2
M2P
piij√
γ
= Kij −Kγij − m
2
4
M
N
λΘij , (63)
and
ΠI
j = 2pijkδIJe
J
k , (64)
where
Θij = WI
JδIK(eK
iEJ
j + eK
jEJ
i) . (65)
Equivalently,
Θij = WI
J(δIKeK
iYJ
LδLMe
M
j + e
I
jEJ
i). (66)
The relation between piσ and σ˙ derived from the Hamiltonian equation of motion is
piσ =
ω
√
γ
N
(σ˙ −N i∂iσ)− M
2
P
2
m2λ
M
N
∂H1
∂σ
. (67)
What is important here is that the relations (63) and (67) in the minimal quasidilaton theory differ from the corre-
sponding relations (40) and (41) in the precursor quasidilaton theory. This difference stems from the dependence on
the canonical momenta included in the additional constraints.
Hence the action of the theory is
S =
∫
dt
[∫
d3x
(
ΠI
j e˙I j + piσσ˙
)− (H with αMN = βMN = 0)] , (68)
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where we have dropped αMNPMN and βMNY [MN ] from the Hamiltonian as they will automatically come out (since
Θij is defined as a symmetric tensor, and as we shall explicitly see below) and it is understood that piij and ΠI
j are
expressed in terms of the extrinsic curvature using the above formulas. Explicitly,
S = SQDpre − M
2
P
2
∫
d4xN
√
γ
(
m2
4
M
N
λ
)2 [(
γikγjl − 1
2
γijγkl
)
ΘijΘkl +
M2P
2
8
ω
(
1√
γ
∂H1
∂σ
)2]
−M
2
P
2
∫
d4x
(
λC0 + λiCi
)
= SQDpre +
M2P
2
∫
d4xN
√
γ
(
m2
4
M
N
λ
)2 [(
γikγjl − 1
2
γijγkl
)
ΘijΘkl +
M2P
2
8
ω
(
1√
γ
∂H1
∂σ
)2]
−M
2
P
2
∫
d4x
(
λC¯0 + λiCi
)
, (69)
where SQDpre is the unitary-gauge action for the precursor quasidilaton theory given in (38). It is understood that C0
is now defined as
C0 = m2M
[√
γWI
J
(
γikEJ
keI j − 1
2
γijYJ
I
)(
Kij −Kγij − m
2
4
M
N
λΘij
)
+
∂H1
∂σ
1
N
(
σ˙ −N i∂iσ − m
2λ
ω
√
γ
∂H1
∂σ
)]
,
(70)
while Ci, PMN and Y [MN ] are defined as before. Finally, C¯0 is defined as
C¯0 ≡ C0|λ=0 = m2M
[√
γWI
J
(
γikEJ
keI j − 1
2
γijYJ
I
)(
Kij −Kγij)+ ∂H1
∂σ
1
N
(
σ˙ −N i∂iσ
)]
. (71)
As a consistency check, let us calculate the Hamiltonian of the system defined by the action and compare it with
the Hamiltonian defined in the previous section. The system has the following primary constraints
piN = 0 , pii = 0 , pi
λ = 0 , piλi = 0 , P [MN ] = 0 , (72)
where piN , pii, pi
λ and piλi are canonical momenta conjugate to N , N
i, λ and λi, respectively, and P [MN ] is defined in
the previous section. The canonical momenta conjugate to eI j is then given precisely by (64). The Hamiltonian is
then
H˜ = H +
∫
d3x
(
ΛNpiN + Λ
ipii + Λλpi
λ + Λiλpi
λ
i
)
, (73)
where H (with αMNP
[MN ] and βMNY
[MN ] included) was defined in the previous section and Y [MN ] has been added
to the Hamiltonian as a solution to the secondary constraint associated with the primary constraint P [MN ] = 0. Since
H depends linearly on N , N i, λ and λi, it is obvious that piN = 0, pii = 0, pi
λ = 0 and piλi = 0 are first-class. We can
then safely downgrade N , N i, λ and λi to Lagrange multipliers, and drop piN , pii, pi
λ and piλi from the phase space
variables. After that, the Hamiltonian H˜ in (73) becomes manifestly equivalent to H defined in the previous section.
B. Metric formulation of minimal quasidilaton theory
Consider the spatial tensor Kij defined so that
KilKlj = γ˜ilγlj , (74)
and define its inverse, Kij , as
KilKlj = δij . (75)
In terms of the vielbein we can write
Kij = ELieLj , (76)
Kij = eL
iELj . (77)
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In the metric formalism, provided that YI
J = EI
ieJ i is symmetric, we have
Kij ≡
(√
γ˜−1γ
)i
j , (78)
Kij ≡
(√
γ−1γ˜
)i
j , (79)
KilKlj = δij = KilKlj . (80)
Let us build the following tensor
Θij = eασ/MP
[√
γ˜√
γ
{c1e3σ/MP(γilKj l + γjlKil) + c2e2σ/MP [K(γilKj l + γjlKil)− 2γ˜ij ]}+ 2c3eσ/MPγij
]
, (81)
and the following spatial scalar density
∂H1
∂σ
=
eασ/MP
MP
{√
γ˜
[
(4 + α)c0e
4σ/MP + (3 + α)c1e
3σ/MPKii
+
2 + α
2
c2e
2σ/MP (KiiKjj −KijKji)
]
+ (1 + α)c3
√
γeσ/MP
}
. (82)
We further define the four constraints imposed on the system in order to reduce the degrees of freedom:
C¯0 = m2
{
1
2
M
√
γ
(
γikγjl − 1
2
γijγkl
)
Θkl
(
Kij −Kγij)+ ∂H1
∂σ
M
N
(
σ˙ −N i∂iσ
)}
, (83)
Ci = m
2
[
−√γDj
(
Meασ/MP
{√
γ˜√
γ
[
1
2
(c1e
3σ/MP + c2e
2σ/MPK) (Kji + γjkKlkγli)− c2e2σ/MP γ˜jkγki]
+ c3e
σ/MPδji
})
+M
∂H1
∂σ
∂iσ
]
, (84)
where Kij is the extrinsic curvature and K represents Kii. As already stated in Sec. IV, the fact that M (= 1) is
constant implies that Ci is independent of c3. The following is the action of the minimal quasidilaton theory written
in the metric formalism:
S = SQDpre +
M2P
2
∫
d4xN
√
γ
(
m2
4
M
N
λ
)2 [(
γikγjl − 1
2
γijγkl
)
ΘijΘkl +
M2P
2
8
ω
(
1√
γ
∂H1
∂σ
)2]
− M
2
P
2
∫
d4x
(
λC¯0 + λi Ci
)
. (85)
As it is well known, in the 3+1 formalism, it is possible to write the action of general relativity as
SGR =
M2P
2
∫
d4xN
√
γ [(3)R+KijKij −K2] , (86)
where
Kij =
1
2N
(γ˙ij −DiNj −DjNi) , (87)
K = γijKij . (88)
Therefore, we have
SQDpre = SGR +
ω
2
∫
d4x
√
γ
[
1
N
(σ˙ −N i∂iσ)2 −Nγij∂iσ∂jσ
]
+
M2P
2
4∑
i=0
∫
d4xSi , (89)
S0 = −m2c0e(4+α)σ/MP
√
γ˜ M , (90)
S1 = −m2c1e3σ/MP
√
γ˜ (N +Meασ/MPK) , (91)
S2 = −m2c2e2σ/MP
√
γ˜
[
NK + 1
2
Meασ/MP(K2 −KijKji)
]
, (92)
S3 = −m2c3eσ/MP√γ (N K+Meασ/MP) , (93)
S4 = −m2c4√γN . (94)
The contribution from S4 gives rise to a cosmological constant term. Furthermore, it is clear, as expected, that also
in the metric formalism the graviton mass term in the action,
∑4
i=0 Si, is linear in the lapses and does not depend on
the shift variables. This is a consequence of the Lorentz violations in the gravity sector.
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VI. SELF-ACCELERATING DE SITTER COSMOLOGY
As a first step, we investigate Friedmann Lemaˆıtre Robertson Walker (FLRW) backgrounds, and in particular show
that de Sitter solutions act as late-time attractors of the theory. We then move on to study linear perturbations
about these attractor solutions. We find out that the theory leads to well behaved situations in a wide region of the
parameter space.
A. Attractor behavior
We base our procedure on a flat FLRW ansatz,
N = N(t) , N i = 0 , γij = a
2(t)δij , σ = σ(t) , λ = λ(t) , λ
i = 0 , (95)
for which it is also convenient to introduce the quantities
X ≡ af
a
eσ/MP , r ≡ 1
X
M
N
e(1+α)σ/MP , (96)
where af = 1 and M = 1 are the constant scale factor and the constant lapse function for the fiducial metric. It can
be further shown (see appendix A), that the value λ(t) = 0 is imposed on any such background. By setting this in
the equation of motion for λ, we obtain
1
N
d
dt
[
a4+αX1+α J
]
= 0 , (97)
where
J ≡ c0X3 + 3c1X2 + 3c2X + c3 . (98)
If α 6= 4 then the system thus approaches either X1+α = 0 or J = 0. Since X1+α = 0 would lead to a strong
coupling, we have to choose the initial condition of the system within the basin of the attractor at J = 0 so that the
J approaches zero at late time. As a direct consequence we can safely set dX/dt = 0 on this late-time attractor.
On the other hand, if α = −4 then the above equation becomes
(c1X
2 + 2c2X + c3)
dX
dt
= 0 , (99)
and is satisfied by any constant value of X. Both cases α 6= −4 and α = −4 thus admit a late-time de Sitter attractor.
B. de Sitter attractor solution
For α 6= −4, by setting J = 0, i.e.
c0X
3 + 3c1X
2 + 3c2X + c3 = 0 , (100)
and thus dX/dt = 0, the independent background equations of motion are
(6− ω)H2 = (c1X3 + 3c2X2 + 3c3X + c4)m2 , (101)
r − 1 = 2ω
6− ω
c1X
3 + 3c2X
2 + 3c3X + c4
(c1X2 + 2c2X + c3)X
, (102)
where H (> 0) is the Hubble expansion rate.
For α = −4, by setting dX/dt = 0, the independent background equations of motion are again (101) and (102)
above.
In analogy with the standard case, we can rewrite equation (101) as
3H2 = 8piGeff(ρg + ρΛ) (103)
with
ρg =
M2Pm
2
2
(c1X
3 + 3c2X
2 + 3c3X) , ρΛ =
M2Pm
2
2
c4 , and Geff =
1
8piMP
6
(6− ω) . (104)
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As already mentioned after (94), the contribution from S4 gives rise to a cosmological constant and ρΛ corresponds
to the vacuum energy density. The positivity of the effective gravitational constant for the FLRW background thus
requires that ω < 6 . In both cases α 6= −4 and α = −4, if we set ρΛ = 0, i.e.
c4 = 0 , (105)
then the solution represents a self-accelerating de Sitter universe.
If one takes the limit r = 1, Minkowski solutions are approached. Indeed, in this limit, Eq. (102) implies that either
ω = 0 or (c1X
3 + 3c2X
2 + 3c3X + c4) = 0 . (106)
While the first option is obviously a case of infinitely strong coupling and can be excluded from our study, the second
leads to H = 0 and thus to a Minkowski solution through Eq. (101). Furthermore, by considering the ratio of equations
(101) and (102),
H2
r − 1 =
m2
2ω
(
c1X
2 + 2c2X + c3
)
X , (107)
we see that the ratio H2/(r−1) can be kept finite independently of H2 and r−1 – if one excludes the fine-tuned case
in which the right hand side vanishes. We will confirm in Sec. VII that the limit r → 1 corresponds indeed to two
branches of Minkowski background solutions, and show that, similarly to the de Sitter solutions, they admit stable
perturbations.
C. Stability of self-accelerating de Sitter attractor
We first define a set of perturbations of the metric, valid both on a de Sitter background and also on more general
setups. We decompose the perturbations based on representations of the spatial rotations; the symmetry of the
background then ensures that the different modes decouple at linear level. The metric perturbations are thus given
by
δg00 = −2N2 Φ ,
δg0i = N a (∂iB +Bi) ,
δgij = a
2
[
2 δijψ +
(
∂i∂j − δij
3
∂k∂k
)
E + ∂(iEj) + hij
]
, (108)
where the latin indices are raised by δij and hij , Ei, and Bi obey tracelessness and transversality, i.e. δ
ijhij = ∂
ihij =
∂iEi = ∂
iBi = 0. The quasidilaton scalar field and the Lagrange multipliers are also perturbed as
σ = σ0 + δσ , λ = δλ , λi = ∂iδλL + δλi , (109)
where δλi also obeys a transversality condition, ∂
iδλi = 0, and σ0 denotes the background value of the field σ.
1. Case α 6= −4
On the self-accelerating de Sitter background, with α 6= −4, one can eliminate (c0, c1, c2, c4) by using (100), (101),
(102) and (105). There are two propagating tensor modes with the dispersion relation of the form ω2 = k2/a2+H2µ2dS ,
and there is no propagating vector mode. There is one propagating scalar mode with the dispersion relation of the
form ω2 = c2dSk
2/a2 + H2ν2dS . Here, c
2
dS , µ
2
dS and ν
2
dS are functions of (c3, ω, α, r, X, m
2/H2). The no-ghost
condition for the scalar mode is simply ω > 0. By choosing c3 as
c3 =
(r + α+ 7)ω + 6(1− r)
(1− r)X
H2
m2
, (110)
one can set c2dS = 1. This condition is not a fundamental one but makes various expressions simple. In this case the
dependence of µ2dS and ν
2
dS on X and m
2/H2 falls off, they thus depend only on (ω, α, r), and it is easy to show that
there is a regime of parameters in which µ2dS > 0 and ν
2
dS > 0. In fact, under the condition (110), we have
Ssc =
1
2
∫
d4xNa3 ω
[(
1
N
∂(δσ)
∂t
)2
− 1
a2
[∂i(δσ)]
2 − ν2dS H2 (δσ)2
]
, (111)
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where we have introduced σ = σ(t) + δσ, and defined
ν2dS =
1
8[(4 + α) r − α− 12ω − 4]2 (r − 1)
{24α3 + (8ω2 − 12ω + 264)α2 + (86ω2 − 132ω + 888)α
− 3ω3 + 230ω2 − 252ω + 936
+ [3ω3 − 354ω2 + 156ω − 1608− 72α3 − (16ω2 + 672)α2 + (60ω − 152ω2 − 1920)α] r
+ 72
[
α2 +
(
5
36 ω
2 + 16ω +
14
3
)
α+ 712 ω
2 + 13 ω +
11
3
]
(4 + α) r2 − 24 ( 112ω2 + α+ 1) (4 + α)2 r3} . (112)
In the same case, i.e. with (110) and thus c2dS = 1, the action for the tensor modes reduces to
Sten =
M2P
4
∑
λ=+,×
∫
d4xNa3
[(
1
N
∂hλ
∂t
)2
− 1
a2
(∂ihλ)
2 − µ2dS H2 h2λ
]
, (113)
where
µ2dS =
[α+ 6− (α+ 4) r]ω
2 (r − 1) . (114)
There is a large region of parameters that ensure stability. For instance, we find that µ2dS and ν
2
dS are positive for
0 < ω  1, 0 < r  1, α < −6.
In the limit r → 1, both µ2dSH2 and ν2dSH2 remain finite, as they are proportional to the ratio H2/(r − 1) – see
Eq. (107). Moreover, one can see that the condition ensuring c2dS = 1, Eq. (110), also remains finite.
2. Case α = −4
On the self-accelerating de Sitter background with α = −4, one can eliminate (c1, c2, c4) by using (101), (102) and
(105). There are two propagating tensor modes with the dispersion relation of the form ω2 = k2/a2 + H2µ2dS , and
there is no propagating vector mode. There is one propagating scalar mode with the dispersion relation of the form
ω2 = c2dSk
2/a2 +H2ν2dS . Here, c
2
dS , µ
2
dS and ν
2
dS are
c2dS =
(ω + 10)ω
(6− ω)2 , ν
2
dS = −
3(ω + 6)ω
2(6− ω) , µ
2
dS =
(ωr2 + 2ωr − 6r2 − ω + 12r − 6)
2(r − 1) +
c3
2
m2
H2
X(r − 1) . (115)
The no-ghost condition for the scalar mode is simply ω > 0. It is easy to see that ν2dS < 0 as far as 0 < ω < 6.
To summarize, one can easily find a regime of parameters with (α 6= −4) in which the self-accelerating de Sitter
solution is stable, while the infinitely fine-tuned case (α = −4) is unstable in the IR. However, as the time scale of this
instability is of order of the age of the Universe, it may not be problematic. In the Minkowski limit, H2ν2dS vanishes,
thus in this limit the solution can be considered as safe. Indeed, we note that also H2µ2dS remains finite in the r → 1
limit, showing that the Minkowski limit is smooth for any value of α.
D. Summary of consistency conditions
The first constraints we set are r > 0 and 0 < ω < 6. While the former is a consequence of the positivity of the lapse
function and the scale factor, the latter stems from considering the effective gravitational constant on the late-time
de Sitter attractor and requiring its positivity [Eq. (104)], together with one of the no-ghost conditions. We further
have required that there is altogether no gradient or tachyonic instability for the perturbation modes.
As a supplementary condition we have set the sound speed in the scalar sector to c2dS = 1. While this constraint is
not fundamental, it allowed us to simplify the calculations in a relevant way. We do not lose generality by doing so,
in the sense that, even under this constraint, the allowed parameter region is still large. By lifting the aforementioned
constraint we can thus only expect that an even wider parameter range is allowed.
We further explore different cases under the c2dS = 1 assumption. One can split the parameter space in two different
regions depending on the value of α. If α < −6, both the regions 0 < r < 1 and r > 1 become available. In particular,
as seen previously, it allows for the particular region 0 < ω  1, 0 < r  1. For −6 ≤ α, the region 0 < r < 1
becomes unavailable, but r > 1 preserves a wide stable region. If one wants to consider the special case α = −4, one
must do so earlier in the analysis, as one of the equations of motion [Eq. (100)] is removed.
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As one can see by taking any α < −4, both µ2dS and ν2dS remain positive for any value of r  1, thus there is no
general upper limit for r. Similarly, as shown by the limit ω → 6, there is, for any value of α 1, always a range of
r > 1 that allows for all conditions to be satisfied. Thus, there is also no general upper limit for α.
Finally, we have seen that the limit r → 1 corresponds to a Minkowski solution. In particular, we have shown that
the quantities µ2dSH
2 and ν2dSH
2 remain finite in this limit, thus providing a smooth way from de Sitter to Minkowski.
We illustrate these results by depicting in Fig. 1 the allowed parameter space for four different values of α, under
the constraint c2dS = 1 and c4 = 0.
FIG. 1. Four examples of allowed regions in the parameter space of the theory, for the values α = −7, α = −2, α = 0, and
α = 2. The shaded areas denote the regions in the (ω, r) plane for which both ν2dS > 0 and µ
2
dS > 0, under the condition
c2dS = 1 and c4 = 0. Lifting one or both of these two conditions would only enlarge the allowed region. Full lines correspond
to either one of the masses becoming zero and are thus included in the allowed region. Dashed lines are not permitted. In
particular, the parameter space has the following restrictions: 0 < ω < 6 due to a no-ghost condition and positivity of the
effective gravitational constant, r > 0 from the positivity of the lapse function and the scale factor. The dotted line at r = 1
corresponds to the Minkowski limit.
VII. MINKOWSKI LIMIT
As a second step in the study of background solutions and their stability we choose to investigate Minkowski
solutions and compare them with the Minkowski limit of the de Sitter solutions investigated in the previous section.
From the background equations of motion we obtain four distinct branches of Minkowski solutions. Two of these
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branches correspond to the safe limit obtained from the de Sitter solution, while the other two branches require an
infinite fine-tuning and are disconnected from the de Sitter solutions.
A. Background
We use the FLRW ansatz (95) already exposed in previous section. Minkowski solutions are then specified by
a = aM = const. , N = NM = const. , σ0 = σ0M = const. , (116)
and we adopt the subscript M to indicate their respective constant values. The 4-metric can thus be written
ds2M = −N2Mdt2 + a2Mδijdxidxj . (117)
Under such an ansatz, the Friedmann equation leads to
c1X
3
M + 3c2X
2
M + 3c3XM + c4 = 0 , (118)
where XM is the constant value of X on the Minkowski solution, while the second Einstein equation (often called a
dynamical equation) and the equation of motion for the quasidilaton lead to
(rM − 1)(c1X2M + 2c2XM + c3) = 0 , (α+ 4)(c0X3M + 3c1X2M + 3c2XM + c3) = 0 , (119)
where rM is the value of r on the Minkowski solution. In principle the Minkowski solution thus has four branches:
(ia) c1X
3
M + 3c2X
2
M + 3c3XM + c4 = rM − 1 = c0X3M + 3c1X2M + 3c2XM + c3 = 0.
(ib) c1X
3
M + 3c2X
2
M + 3c3XM + c4 = rM − 1 = α+ 4 = 0.
(iia) c1X
3
M + 3c2X
2
M + 3c3XM + c4 = c1X
2
M + 2c2XM + c3 = c0X
3
M + 3c1X
2
M + 3c2XM + c3 = 0.
(iib) c1X
3
M + 3c2X
2
M + 3c3XM + c4 = c1X
2
M + 2c2XM + c3 = α+ 4 = 0.
As we have seen in the previous section, the two first branches, (ia) and (ib), correspond to the generic limit r → 1
of the de Sitter solutions, while the latter branches, (iia) and (iib), require a supplementary infinite fine-tuning – from
the point of view of the de Sitter solutions – to set the combination (c1X
2
M + 2c2XM + c3) to zero. Moreover, the
branches (iia) and (iib) with rM 6= 1 are disconnected from the de Sitter solutions. We will see next that these two
fine-tuned branches (iia) and (iib) do not propagate any scalar mode and thus exhibit infinite strong coupling, while
the first two cases allow for a stable scalar perturbation mode.
B. Perturbations
We parametrize the perturbations as in the de Sitter case [Eq. 108], adding subscripts M to the quantities a, N ,
and σ0 as done for the study of the background. Next, we replace all four branches of the Minkowski solution in the
perturbed action, and then proceed to integrate out any nondynamical degree of freedom. We first find that, in all
four branches, there are two propagating tensor modes with the dispersion relation of the form ω2 = k2 +m2µ2M , and
there is no propagating vector mode.
The scalar modes require more scrutiny. Generically, the equations stemming from the variation of δλ, Φ, and B can
be solved and end up fixing the respective value of these three perturbations. In contrast to this, δλL always appears
as a Lagrange multiplier. The equation stemming from its variation thus imposes a constraint on the remaining
variables, and allows us to fix one of them. For the cases (iia) and (iib), there subsists no propagating scalar mode.
On the other hand, for the cases (ia) and (ib), there is one propagating scalar mode with the dispersion relation of
the form ω2 = c2Mk
2 +m2ν2M . The no-ghost condition for the scalar mode for the cases (ia) and (ib) is simply ω > 0.
We already showed that the branches (ia) and (ib) are the ones corresponding to the smooth Minkowski limit of the
de Sitter attractor solutions. As a consistency check, one can in fact compare the quadratic action for perturbations
around the Minkowski background, taking c4 = 0, to the action obtained in the Minkowski limit of the de Sitter
background. For α 6= −4, we find it convenient to eliminate H2 in favor of c3m2 by using (110) before taking the
limit r → 1. For α 6= −4, one then obtains
lim
r→1
H2ν2dS = m
2ν2M = −
6c3m
2XM
ω(8 + α)
, lim
r→1
H2µ2dS = m
2µ2M = −
c3m
2XM
8 + α
, (for α 6= −4 , c2dS = c2M = 1 , c4 = 0) .
(120)
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For α = −4, one obtains
lim
r→1
H2ν2dS = m
2ν2M = 0 , lim
r→1
H2µ2dS = m
2µ2M =
m2
6
(c1X
3
M − 3c3XM ) , (for α = −4 , c4 = 0) . (121)
Therefore the Minkowski limit is well defined and smooth.
In conclusion, while the scalar sector is infinitely strongly coupled for the cases (iia) and (iib) that are disconnected
from the de Sitter solutions, the cases (ia) and (ib) are stable and correspond to the smooth Minkowski limit of the
de Sitter case.
VIII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We have proposed a new theory of massive gravity which possesses three propagating degrees of freedom at fully
nonlinear level. The theory can be considered as a quasidilaton extension [12] of the MTMG that was recently
proposed [29, 30]. In [29, 30] the MTMG with 2 degrees of freedom was obtained in the so-called unitary gauge
by introducing a preferred frame and adding two additional constraints to the Hamiltonian of a precursor theory
that originally has three degrees of freedom. In the present paper, we first covariantized the precursor theory with
a Minkowski fiducial metric by introducing Stu¨ckelberg fields. We then introduced a quasidilaton scalar field that
respects a global symmetry mixing the quasidilaton and Stu¨ckelberg fields. From the quasidilaton extension of the
precursor theory constructed in this way, we eliminated one propagating degree of freedom by adding two additional
constraints that were carefully chosen. We then ended up with a theory with 3 degrees of freedom including the
quasidilaton. We call it the minimal quasidilaton. As in the MTMG, the necessary Lorentz violation is limited to the
gravity sector, thus appearing only at length scales of order 1/m or larger, i.e. at cosmological scales.
After constructing the theory of minimal quasidilaton, we found an attractor solution that represents a self-
accelerating de Sitter universe and that is stable in a range of parameters. Subsequently, we investigated the Minkowski
limit of the de Sitter solutions and showed that the limit is smooth. Alternative and disconnected Minkowski branches
are shown to be possible, however via fine-tuning and at the price of infinite strong coupling. Therefore, the only
consistent Minkowski solutions are those that are smoothly connected to de Sitter solutions.
The theory was constructed in the unitary gauge but it is straightforward to covariantize the action by introducing
Stu¨ckelberg fields as we have done for the precursor theory. The covariant action is expected to be useful, e.g. for the
analysis of the decoupling limit.
One of the important phenomenological questions in modified gravity theories is how screening mechanisms work.
In this respect, it is interesting to include shift-symmetric Horndeski terms for the quasidilaton scalar field to the
system [19]. This should suffice to screen the fifth force due to the quasidilaton scalar field. Since the minimal
quasidilaton does not contain an extra degree of freedom that stems from the massive gravity part, the addition of
shift-symmetric Horndeski terms for the quasidilaton scalar is expected to be sufficient for the recovery of general
relativity within the Vainshtein radius. It is worthwhile to investigate this issue in detail.
Inclusion of matter in the cosmological context is also an important issue since the evolution of cosmological
perturbations is expected to be different from general relativity. In the MTMG without the quasidilaton, it is known
that there are two distinct branches of cosmological solutions. In the so-called self-accelerating branch of the MTMG,
the evolution of scalar- and vector-type linear perturbations as well as the FLRW background is exactly the same as
that in Λ cold dark matter (ΛCDM). In the other branch of the MTMG, on the other hand, while the vector-type
linear perturbations are absent as in the ΛCDM, the scalar-type linear perturbations tend to show a weaker gravity
at late time in accord with some of recent observations [31]. It would be interesting to study how the scalar-type
cosmological perturbations behave in the minimal quasidilaton with matter.
While the recent direct detection of gravitational waves by aLIGO put an upper bound on the mass of gravitational
waves as mgw < 1.2 × 10−22 eV [1], in the context of the self-accelerating solution of the MTMG and the minimal
quasidilaton the current acceleration of the cosmic expansion suggests even lower value of order H0 ∼ 10−33 eV .
Therefore it is certainly important to push forward the observational upper bound as much as we can. From the
theoretical point of view, it is also important to investigate whether a small graviton mass is technically natural in
the context of the MTMG and the minimal quasidilaton, as in the dRGT theory [50, 51].
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Appendix A: Value of λ on the background
For the general FLRW ansatz (95), we show in this appendix that combining equations of motion and time deriva-
tives of some of them, we can obtain an algebraic equation for λ of the form
EB = Aλ = 0 , (A1)
where A is a linear polynomial of λ whose coefficients depend on H, X, dX/dt but do not depend on dH/dt,
d2X/dt2, d2r/dt2 etc. This implies λ = 0 on any FLRW-type background unless we set A = 0, which would lead to
inconsistencies. The combination of equations is chosen as
EB = E˙0 + b1E0 + b2E1 + b3Eσ + b4E˙λ + b5Eλ , (A2)
where E0 is the Friedmann equation, E1 the second Einstein equation, Eσ the equation for the quasidilaton field,
Eλ the equation for λ, and dots denote time derivatives. We use the freedom in the bi (i = 1, · · · , 5) to eliminate
successively the dependence in σ¨, H˙, etc., until only the desired dependence remains. In fact, after having solved for
b3 in order to eliminate the dependence in σ¨, one can greatly simplify the intermediate steps by taking the special
value
b5 =
m2rxλ
ω
. (A3)
By doing so, if one moves on to suppress H˙, the simple solution
b2 = −3HN (A4)
is obtained. The resulting expression is devoid of dependence in λ˙, and is simply a quadratic polynomial in λ. As
a consequence, one can directly use the two remaining variables b1 and b4 to eliminate the constant term and the
quadratic term.
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